
From:                                         Official Information
Sent:                                           Wednesday, 4 August 2021 4:43 PM
To:                                               
Subject:                                     Release of CMUA Report
Attachments:                          Release from PX - 22 July 2021 - 5. CMUA Design Directions Financials.pdf
 
Dear ,
 
I refer to your request for information under the LGOIMA on 4 August:
 
The publicly excluded attachment(s)/item(s) presented to councillors at the extraordinary council meeting on 22 July, 2021.
 
Council Response
This report is attached and can be viewed publically via the following link: https://christchurch.infocouncil.biz/Open/2021/07/COU_20210722_AGN_7223_AT.PDF
 
At end of June the Council was notified there was a significant increase in the Contractor’s Price Estimate based on the base scheme design for a 30,000 seat covered arena. The price estimate of $604.4
million exceeded the budget by $131.4 million.
 
This budget variance was a result of scope changes from the initial Investment Case and the rapidly escalating price of steel, shipping and freighting costs worldwide since the outbreak of the COVID-19
pandemic.
 
The base scheme estimate was brought down to $561 million by reducing the specifications of some non-fundamental aspects of the arena resulting in a budget variance of $88 million over the $473
million budget.
 
The Canterbury Multi-Use Arena (CMUA) Board asked that the Council urgently review the project brief and budget and advised the Council that a 25,000 permanent seating option was preferred, as it
meets the Crown Funding Agreement and is in line with the Investment Case.
 
The Council and Venues Ōtautahi team identified two options which could bring the project back within the $473 million budget while still delivering the key fundamentals identified in the Investment
Case and improving user experience. One option was to reduce the seating capacity to 25,000 and provide a level 1 concourse, the other option was for 30,000 seats, with no concourse. On 22 July the
Council voted to proceed with the 25,000 seat option with the concourse.
 
If some of the savings in the governance, project team and rates budgets in the two alternative options were applied to the base scheme budget, then its variance to budget would reduce to just under
$70 million over the budgeted $473 million.
 
Please note, as per the Council resolution, we have decided to withhold some commercially sensitive information under the following sections of the LGOIMA:
 

         7(2)(b)(ii) - The withholding of the information is necessary to protect information where the making available of the information would be likely unreasonably to prejudice the commercial
position of the person who supplied or who is the subject of the information.

 
         7(2)(h) - The withholding of the information is necessary to enable the local authority to carry out, without prejudice or disadvantage, commercial activities.

 
In the Council's view the reasons for withholding these details are not outweighed by public interest considerations in section 7(1) favouring their release.
 
You have the right to request the Ombudsman to review this decision. Complaints can be sent by email to info@ombudsman.parliament.nz, by fax to (04) 471 2254, or by post to The Ombudsman, PO Box
10152, Wellington 6143.
 
Kind regards,

Sean
 
 
Sean Rainey
Manager Official Information and Privacy Officer
Official Information Team

 

03 941 8549

Sean.Rainey@ccc.govt.nz

Te Hononga Civic Offices, 53 Hereford Street, Christchurch

PO Box 73016, Christchurch 8154

ccc.govt.nz

 

 
 

https://christchurch.infocouncil.biz/Open/2021/07/COU_20210722_AGN_7223_AT.PDF
mailto:info@ombudsman.parliament.nz
callto:tel:+6439418549
mailto:%20Sean.Rainey@ccc.govt.nz
http://ccc.govt.nz/
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5. CMUA Design Directions Financials
Reference Te Tohutoro: 21/1014554
Report of Te Pou Matua: CMUA Affordability Response Team 
General Manager 
Pouwhakarae: 

Caroline Harvie-Teare – CE Venues Otautahi
Mary Richardson – GM Citizens and Community  

Confidentiality 
Section under the Act: The public conduct of the part of the meeting would be likely to result in the 

disclosure of information for which good reason for withholding exists under 
section 7. 

Sub-clause and Reason: s7(2)(b)(ii) - The withholding of the information is necessary to protect 
information where the making available of the information would be likely 
unreasonably to prejudice the commercial position of the person who 
supplied or who is the subject of the information. 

s7(2)(h) - The withholding of the information is necessary to enable the local 
authority to carry out, without prejudice or disadvantage, commercial 
activities. 

Plain English Reason: Prejudice Commercial Position 

Report can be released: 18 June 2022 

Once D&C Contract is signed 

  
 

1. Resource Implications Ngā Hīraunga Rauemi  

Capex cost Ngā Utu  
 Option RT1 is forecasted to have total project costs of $483.3m with construction costs being 

. 

 The significant savings in the Design and Construct contract compared to Base Case are due to 
the reduced size and scope of the Arena, whilst still including fundamental requirements. 
Further reductions across other aspects of the project have been identified as part of the 
Project Response Team’s review. These are set out in greater detail in the Financials 
attachment. 

 The $483.3m project cost includes This contingency has 
been calculated on a P85 basis, that is – based on the risks anticipated - we can expect the 
project to be delivered within the available budget at least 85% of the time. 

 It should be noted that the Project Response Team directed two risks to be excluded from this 
calculation that were initially anticipated, specifically that no allowance should be made for 
the risk that the CMUA Board or the Venue Operator make variations to the scope of the 
project that add additional cost risk to the budget. The intention being that the CMUA Board 
and the Venue Operator will be advised that such variations are only allowed if they identify 
accompanying funding or savings to fund the variations. Staff request Council confirm their 
approval of this approach. 
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 Additionally the Project Response Team’s review identified that no allowance has been made 
within the total project cost figures for price escalation beyond 3% per annum or other risks 
that could fall on Council during the PCSA phase. 

 Should these un-allowed for risks materialise, or anticipated risks arise to the point where the 
project falls within the , additional funding would need to be 
identified. This would need to occur before Council resolved that the CMUA project should 
proceed to the D&C contract.      

Opex costs - Ngā Utu Whakahaere 
 As outlined in the Investment Case in November 2019, Council allowed $4.2m per annum for 

operational support of the CMUA 

 

 It should be noted that operating assumptions will continue to evolve as the design 
progresses, turf implications are clarified and sports/event financial returns are updated in a 
post-Covid environment. 

 Council’s intention is to work with EY (who prepared the assumptions for the Investment Case) 
and challenge the revised VO projections to ensure they are robust.  

 

Bid Incentive Fund 

 

 As outlined in the Investment Case of November 2019, Incentive funds are an important part of 
the event attracting landscape. To support the CMUA in hosting a diverse range of events 
throughout the year, an incentive fund will be required to attract All Blacks tests, large-scale 
concerts and events, international rugby league, football fixtures and other events content 
(non-sporting) to the arena. This fund would be required irrespective of the final capacity of 
the CMUA. 

 

 The implications on the amount of Bid Incentive Funding required under the Base Case, RT1 
and RT2 options remain unclear due to the evolving bidding environment (for example, 
recently amounts needed to secure All Blacks’ tests have increased due to regions subsiding 
their bids with Regional Investment Fund contributions). It is apparent though that a higher 
Bid Incentive Fund would be required for the RT1 option than Base Case / RT2 due to the lower 
capacity (and therefore lower commercial return for large event holders) – for example, 
between RT1 and RT2 an additional is currently estimated to be required to secure each 
All Blacks test. Councillors will be provided with additional visibility on this ahead of their 
decision on whether to enter the D&C contract. 
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Click or tap here to enter text. 

Click or tap here to enter text. 
 

Attachments Ngā Tāpirihanga 
No. Title Page 

A   Financials  

B   Venues Otautahi Options Analysis  

C   CNZ Assessment of Venue Specifications  

D   RT1 Diagram  

E   Core Fundamentals  

  
 
Additional background information may be noted in the below table: 

Document Name Location / File Link  
  

 
 

 
Confirmation of Statutory Compliance Te Whakatūturutanga ā-Ture 
Compliance with Statutory Decision-making Requirements (ss 76 - 81 Local Government Act 2002). 
(a) This report contains: 

(i) sufficient information about all reasonably practicable options identified and assessed in terms 
of their advantages and disadvantages; and  

(ii) adequate consideration of the views and preferences of affected and interested persons 
bearing in mind any proposed or previous community engagement. 

(b) The information reflects the level of significance of the matters covered by the report, as determined 
in accordance with the Council's significance and engagement policy. 

 
 
 

Signatories Ngā Kaiwaitohu 
Authors Michael Down - Finance Business Partner 

Mary Richardson - General Manager Citizens & Community 

Approved By Mary Richardson - General Manager Citizens & Community 

  



Current Budget 
(FR2)

Pre VM - 
Concept Design 
Brief Estimate 
dated 11 June 
2021 ('Base 

scheme')

Post VM - 
Concept Design 
Brief Estimate 
dated 11 June 

2021

RT1
25K+ total (Perm 

& Temp)
Open North

(L3 Remains to W
est)

RT2
30k total (Perm & 

Temp) 
 - No L1 

Concourse

A GOVERNANCE 2,000,000             2,569,571             2,373,289             1,400,000             1,400,000             

A1 Board Establishment 54,080                     69,481                     64,174                     54,080                     54,080                     
A2 Board Opex 1,451,455                1,864,809                1,722,361                1,151,455                1,151,455                
A3 Independent Advice 494,465                   635,282                   586,754                   194,465                   194,465                   

B PROJECT TEAM 19,950,000           25,631,474           23,673,557           15,250,913           15,250,913           

B1 Project Management Team 14,014,155              18,005,185              16,629,819              11,065,575              11,065,575              

B2 Cultural and Archaeology 450,000                   578,154                   533,990                   225,000                   225,000                   
B3 Legal 838,241                   1,076,960                994,694                   838,241                   838,241                   
B4 Comms and Engagement 610,133                   783,891                   724,011                   -                           -                           
B5 ICT Systems and Software 1,567,473                2,013,866                1,860,033                1,631,891                1,631,891                
B6 Planning and Consents 224,206                   288,057                   266,053                   174,206                   174,206                   
B7 Operator 1,200,000                1,541,743                1,423,973                900,000                   900,000                   
B8 Procurement 533,571                   685,525                   633,160                   216,000                   216,000                   
B9 Sundries 512,221                   658,094                   607,824                   200,000                   200,000                   

C INSURANCE AND RATES 7,200,000             9,250,457             8,543,840             4,218,265             4,247,338             

C1 Insurance 4,000,000                5,139,143                4,746,578                4,218,265                4,247,338                
C2 Rates * 3,200,000                4,111,314                3,797,262                

D ENABLING WORKS 4,900,000             4,900,000             4,900,000             4,900,000             4,900,000             

D1 CCC Internal Resouces 483,304                   483,304                   483,304                   483,304                   483,304                   
D2 External Consultants 908,215                   908,215                   908,215                   908,215                   908,215                   
D3 Archaeology 90,000                     90,000                     90,000                     90,000                     90,000                     
D4 Services Relocations 2,009,007                2,009,007                2,009,007                2,009,007                2,009,007                
D5 De-contamination 900,012                   900,012                   900,012                   900,012                   900,012                   
D6 Traffic Intersections 292,819                   292,819                   292,819                   292,819                   292,819                   
D7 Sundries 216,643                   216,643                   216,643                   216,643                   216,643                   

E PCSA PHASE           

E1 PCSA Phase - Pre Construction - BESIX Watpac              

F DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT       

F1 Design and Construct     

G 260 - 262 HEREFORD STREET PURCHASE 1,560,000             1,560,000             1,560,000             -                        -                        

G1 Purchase 260 - 262 Hereford street * 1,560,000                1,560,000                1,560,000                -                           -                           

H OTHER WORKS            

H1 Site Fencing 150,000                   150,000                   150,000                   150,000                   150,000                   
H2 Artwork 1,000,000                1,000,000                1,000,000                -                           -                           
H3 External Realm Sundries 500,000                   500,000                   500,000                   500,000                   500,000                   
H4 Replay Screens & Ribbon Boards          
H5 Completion Fitout 250,000                   250,000                   250,000                   250,000                   250,000                   
H6 FF&E Client Supplied 1,500,000                1,500,000                1,500,000                1,500,000                1,500,000                

I/J CONTINGENCY      

I1 Design and Construct Contingency  

J1 Unallocated (Project) Contingency  

483,165,830   614,567,194   571,964,122   483,264,561   490,664,633   

(131,401,364)  (88,798,292)    (98,731)           (7,498,803)      

TOTAL PROPOSED BUDGET

* Correction to show Rates and Purchase of Hereford street properties outside of project budget in RT1 / RT2 scenarios. Retained in other scenarios to allow reconciliation to overall Total Proposed Budgets as calculated 
at the time.

VARIANCE TO CURRENT BUDGET

Ref ITEM

BUDGET  CCC TARGET BUDGET

NOTE: If some of the savings in the governance, project team and rates budget elements in RT1 and RT2 options were applied to the base 
scheme budget then its total cost would reduce to $550,410,926 and the variance to budget would be $67,245,096.   (Note added 4 August 
2021).
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CMUA Core Fundamentals Comments  

Category 1 ‘MUST HAVE’ 

Seat spacing minimum to be defined through benchmarking Minimum seat space would need to be confirmed once 

benchmarked. Current Seat Spacing in Project Brief is 500mm 

GA & 560mm Corporate and is achievable across each 

schemes, however, if benchmarked at greater seat spacing 

than current brief this would need to be reconfirmed. 

Compliance with Noise Contour requirements  

Full Roof to Arena  

Natural Turf  

Concourse at GL  

Multi-use Arena  

Player facilities – need minimum of 4 Team Change rooms to 

cater for Curtain Raiser etc. Doubles as change for concerts etc. 

 

F&B Offering and facilities (Kitchen and storage to serve Arena)  

Sustainability (Green Star Level 4)  

Compliant to NZBC (IL3)  

Cultural narrative  

Replay Screens  Currently captured in client-side budget ($ Replay Screens 

and Ribbon Boards) – Kotui allowed structure for Replay Screens 

only.  

Category 2 ‘SHOULD HAVE’ Compromise on Quality 

L1 Concourse with F&B and Toilets Scheme 1/1A – F&B achievable on the L1 Concourse but Toilets 

would be moved to ground floor. 

Player facilities standard or finish Quality related – Achievable with all schemes. 

Boundary to Boundary – Public realm areas around the stadium 

for crowd circulation/queuing etc. 

Quality related – Achievable with all schemes. 

Bowl or 4-Stand. Bowl preferred, both achievable with all schemes 

Building external standard of finish  Quality related – Achievable with all schemes. 

Internal fitout standards  Quality related – Achievable with all schemes. 

Ribbon Boards  Currently captured in client-side budget ($  Replay Screens 

and Ribbon Boards) – Kotui allowed structure for Replay Screens 

only. 

Category 3 ‘SHOULD HAVE’ Compromise on Scope 
L1 Concourse – Excluding F&B + Toilets  
Dedicated Boneyard  Current boneyard within project boundary – scope reduction to 

consider off site option. 
Infrastructure resilience and future proofing (Electrical and ICT)  
Staff and FM facilities – Consider building outside stadium to 

North 

Day to Day staff FM facility areas only – not VO office Hub  

Accessible Parking Possible  
Category 4 ‘NICE TO HAVE’ Not Fundamental 

Natural light or limited natural light concourse  
Need for future proofing for fit out or expansion Future proofing for expansion would only be possible in schemes 

where there is an area under the concourse – if toilets are 

moved to ground, this is would reduce ability to future proof 
Fan Zone  
Enhanced resilience above NZBC  
Extent of investment in Cultural Narrative  
Feature Lighting to Internal and External (Can add at future 

date) 
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